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Discover the Electrolux Excellence
and share more of our thinking at
www.electrolux.com/professional

On-the-go dining
like never before
PUBS & BARS

Magnificent sandwiches to go
with your selection of beers.

QSR - QUICK SERVICE RESTAURANTS
More creative quality in record time.

COFFEE SHOPS

Back to
the Crisp

Electrolux Professional
High Speed Cooking

SpeeDelight:
Fast has never tasted so good

Take your business to new levels
with our premium professional
solution. Add SpeeDelight
to your kitchen and enjoy:

RECORD QUALITY

Be amazed by our ultra-fast three-way
cooking technology. Your snacks will be perfectly
crispy outside and cooked just right inside in 1 minute:
serve flawless food in no time and optimize
your precious resources. Three times faster
than a standard press!

Keep your customers coming back
with unforgettable bakery items.

RETAIL

Gourmet quality for all
the local foods you feature.

Excellence
with the enviroment in mind

our factories are ISO 14001-certified
►All
our solutions are designed for low consumption of water,
►All
energy, detergents and harmful emissions
recent years over 70% of our product features have been
►Inupdated
with the environmental needs of our customers in mind
technology is ROHS and REACH compliant
►Our
and over 95% recyclable
►Our products are 100% quality tested by experts

Scan here
to learn more
about SpeeDelight

All images are for illustrative purposes only.

UNMATCHED SIMPLICITY

Does your business feel like a juggling act?
Get ready for an unparalleled snack experience.
SpeeDelight has got you covered:

With plug-and-play installation
and a user-friendly control panel,
this solution requires no ventilation hood
and the non-stick plates are easy to clean.

►STAND OUT FROM THE CROWD
Delicious, high-quality snacks served fast.
Your customers will love them and come back often for more.

►MINIMUM EFFORT FOR MAXIMUM PERFORMANCE
Complexity is the last thing you need when time is of
the essence: keep it simple for you and your staff.

►IMPROVE YOUR WORKFLOW

Your food needs to be perfect every time, without
the guesswork: customers will be confident and
your resources will never be wasted.

►ENJOY PREMIUM CUSTOMER CARE

As a SpeeDelight owner, you'll have access to
Electrolux-selected technicians in more than 149 countries.
A full range of accessories will keep your SpeeDelight in top form,
and spare parts are dispatched in 24-48 hours.

►STAY IN SYNC WITH YOUR TEAM

Thanks to SpeeDelight's 24/7 smart connection, sharing 			
recipes, programs and performance data with your sister 			
outlets has never been so simple.

CREATIVE FLEXIBILITY

Panini, burritos, tacos or pizza:
what’s your speciality? Experiment with
the variety of cooking programs to give
each customer a snack they’ll love.
One perfect snack or a hundred:
each one is as good as the last.

SpeeDelight:
the game changer

TP

Triple Play

Electrolux has listened to business owners like you and combined
advanced technology with the utmost simplicity, cutting your energy
consumption by more than half compared with other solutions using
microwaves. Three cooking methods to serve a perfect snack
in less than a minute, safely and easily. The premium solution
to amaze your staff and your customers alike.

WHY WAIT?
MAKE IT YOURS
TODAY!

TRIPLE PLAY

WANT YOU KNOW MORE?
VISIT OUR CHANNELS!

HAS YOUR BACK

Peerless cooking performance
A combination of 3 cooking technologies:
contact plates, infrared radiation and microwaves,
for a perfectly even temperature, outside and in.

Has Your Back

Worry-free finish
The lid rises automatically
when your snack is ready.
No burning - it’s foolproof!

facebook.com/electroluxprofessional

UNIQUE

in the industry

youtube.com/user/ElectroluxPro

PS

Perfect Squeeze

PERFECT SQUEEZE

IM

An intelligent press
The upper plate settles with just
the right pressure at the touch of a button.

Idea Matcher

Scan here to discover
our tutorial videos

GREEN TECHNOLOGY

Close the cover once you’ve removed your
food and the stand-by notification appears.
SpeeDelight will go into Energy Saving mode
and consume 60% less energy.

EASY TO SERVICE

Quick access to inside components makes
maintenance a snap with an on-site visit
from a technician. Safe and practical to use,
safe and practical to maintain.

MONEY-SAVING

Save up to €500* over the course of a year!
SpeeDelight consumes half the electricity
compared with other solutions using a
microwave system.
*Contact Electrolux Professional for details.

IDEA MATCHER

twitter.com/electroluxpro

Inspirational interface
Let your imagination run wild.
Easy-to-use cooking options and
quick-start buttons for a potentially
unlimited menu.

STREAMLINED AND ERGONOMIC

Quick to set up, no ventilation needed:
put it anywhere on your countertop.
Smooth edges, stable handles,
self-regulating lid and extra-large display.

professional.electrolux.com

!
New

24/7 SMART CONNECTION

With SpeeDelight's USB port and wifi capability,
you can map performance, follow recipe
trends, get personalized statistics, and stay
in sync 24/7 with your chain. Any warnings
or malfunctions are monitored too!
The interface is flexible and user-friendly,
and works with any mobile device.

All figures regarding speed, energy consumption and monetary savings have been calculated on the basis of tests conducted by the Electrolux Professional R&D Laboratory team.

